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VIA E-FILING AND HAND DELIVERY   October 28, 2015  
The Honorable Leonard P. Stark 
U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware 
844 North King Street, Unit 26, Room 6124 
Wilmington, DE 19801-3555 
 
RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 (LPS) 
 
Dear Chief Judge Stark:  
 Pursuant to the Court’s oral order of October 22, 2015, D.I. 35, Social Ranger submits 
this letter concerning the discovery dispute related to Facebook’s objections and responses to 
Social Ranger’s First Set of Requests for Production of Documents (“Requests”) to be discussed 
on the teleconference scheduled for November 6, 2015.1  Despite Social Ranger’s best efforts to 
meet and confer with Facebook on the proper scope of Facebook’s responses and the timing for 
Facebook’s production, the parties are at an impasse on a number of issues.  Social Ranger 
hereby seeks relief for the following: 

 Facebook’s refusal to agree to any timetable for the production of documents responsive 
to Social Ranger’s Requests; 

 Facebook’s refusal to identify additional custodians with potentially discoverable 
information or at a minimum, provide necessary information for Social Ranger to 
evaluate the seven custodians identified;  

 Facebook’s arbitrarily selected and narrow date limitation on its document search; 
 Facebook’s refusal to produce documents in response to certain Requests relating to 

“virtual currency services” (“VCS”); 
 Facebook’s unilateral limitation of its production to only those documents it believes are 

“sufficient to show” the information sought; and  
 Specific Requests where Facebook is refusing to produce clearly relevant information. 

 
I. TIMING OF PRODUCTION 

Social Ranger has repeatedly asked Facebook to commit to a date by which it would 
commence a rolling production.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(1)(A).  In their meet and confer 
conferences and in subsequent letter correspondence, Facebook refused to even begin collecting 
documents because of its supposed disagreement over Social Ranger’s theory in the case.  See 
Exs. 3-6. Facebook has since purportedly collected some documents, and after the close of 
business yesterday made its first production in this case, a small production which includes only 
a handful of internal Facebook documents and no emails.  Facebook has further not disclosed 
any search terms as required by Section 5(b) of the Default Standard.  The Court should order 
Facebook to provide a date by which it will provide a meaningful production well in advance of 
the December 17, 2015 deadline for the substantial completion of document production.  (See 
                                                 
1  Social Ranger served its Requests to Facebook on June 6, 2015 (Ex. 1), and Facebook served 
its objections and responses on July 9, 2015 (Ex. 2).  The parties met and conferred by telephone 
on September 3 and 8, 2015, and subsequently engaged in multiple rounds of correspondence.  
(Exs. 3-9).   
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D.I. 29 at 2.)  Social Ranger needs time to review Facebook’s productions in order to timely 
serve additional discovery.  With less than two months until the December 17 deadline, it has 
already been significantly prejudiced by Facebook’s dilatory conduct.  
 
II. SCOPE OF PRODUCTION 

It is well-established that “[f]or the purposes of discovery, relevancy is broadly 
construed.”  Inventio AG v. ThyssenKrupp Elevator Americas Corp., 662 F. Supp. 2d 375, 380-
81 (D. Del. 2009); see also Woods v. First Correctional Medical, Inc., No. 08-397, 2010 WL 
3834889, at *2 (D. Del. Sept. 28, 2010) (Stark, J.).  This is especially true in antitrust cases.  
Kellam Energy, Inc. v. Duncan, 616 F. Supp. 215, 217-18 (D. Del. 1985) (“[T]he discovery 
provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are afforded a liberal construction when 
information is sought ‘to establish design or pattern to monopolize . . . .’”); Callahan v. A.E.V. 
Inc., 947 F. Supp. 175, 179 (W.D. Pa. 1996) (“Discovery in an antitrust case is necessarily broad 
because allegations involve improper business conduct. . . . Such conduct is generally covert and 
must be gleaned from records, conduct, and business relationships.”).   
 Arbitrary Limitation on Number of Custodians.  Facebook has artificially limited its 
document collection efforts to seven custodians.2  It has likewise refused to even identify ten 
custodians in its initial disclosures, as required by Section 3(a) of the District’s Default 
Discovery Standard.  This limitation is improper on its face.  As set forth in the Complaint, 
Facebook’s anticompetitive conduct was wide-ranging and extensive.  Social Ranger intends to 
establish, among other things, that Facebook exploited its position as the dominant social-game 
network to eliminate competition in the virtual currency services market.  Relevant documents 
necessarily include Facebook’s communications with VCS providers regarding the policies it 
imposed on the Facebook Platform, communications with social game developers and VCS 
providers regarding their ability to monetize the Facebook Platform, as well internal documents 
relating to the provision of VCS and the expected impact of Facebook’s conduct on the social-
game network and VCS markets.  It is inconceivable that Facebook can properly respond to the 
full scope of Social Ranger’s requests based on the seven custodians it has identified given the 
size of Facebook’s operations and the Platform, the large number of game developers and VCS 
providers on the Platform, and Facebook’s communications with these third parties.  In addition, 
Facebook has refused to provide any information, other than very basic biographical information 
(Ex. 9 at 2-3), necessary to evaluate and/or confirm whether the custodians identified represent 
the universe of witnesses likely to possess potentially responsive documents, and claims only 
that organizational charts do not exist and Social Ranger must wait for Facebook to complete its 
production for the seven custodians.  (Ex. 9 at 3-4.)  Facebook has also not identified any burden 
associated with identifying and producing documents of additional custodians.  The Court should 
compel Facebook to identify additional custodians who are likely to have responsive information 
or at a minimum, provide the necessary information for Social Ranger to evaluate the assertion 
that only these seven custodians possess discoverable information.   
 Relevant Time Period.  With only a handful of exceptions, Facebook has imposed an 
artificial production cut-off, refusing to produce documents dated prior to January 1, 2009.  This 
excludes a large portion of the documents relevant to Social Ranger’s case.  Specifically, 
Facebook entered the social game network market at least as early as the first half of 2007, when 
it launched the Facebook Platform and encouraged third-party software developers to create 
                                                 
2  One of the seven identified custodians, Ted Ullyot, is Facebook’s former General Counsel, and 
is expected to have very limited non-privileged information relating to this case. 
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games for the Platform.  In early 2009, recognizing the burgeoning VCS market, Facebook 
began offering Facebook Credits, its own virtual-currency service, and attempted to compete in 
that market.  The Requests seek documents starting on May 1, 2006 or January 1, 2008 
(depending on the Request), because they will, among other things, show Facebook’s intent and 
plans over time with respect to VCS, as well as competitive conditions in the markets before and 
after the Facebook conduct at issue here and will allow Social Ranger to obtain full discovery of 
Facebook’s actions described above and their impact on the relevant markets.  See Ex. 6 at 6-7; 
Ex. 8 at 3-4; F.T.C. v. Lukens Steel Co., 444 F. Supp. 803, 805 (D.D.C. 1977) (permitting 
discovery “relatively remote in time and in periods prior to the time when recovery may be had 
on the ground that it may lead to the discovery of admissible evidence of design, pattern or 
intent”).  The Court should compel Facebook to produce documents in accordance with Social 
Ranger’s proposed date limitations. 
 Refusal to Produce Documents Related to Virtual Currency Services.  Facebook 
engaged in anticompetitive conduct to obtain monopoly power over the virtual currency services 
market, which includes “virtual-currency and virtual-reward management, payment-processing 
services, advertising offers, and related customer service for both social-game players and 
developers.”  (D.I. 1 at ¶ 29.)  Having not challenged this allegation at the pleadings stage, 
Facebook now refuses to produce certain documents relating to VCS (see Ex. 8 at 4-5 (re: RFPs 
44-62, 65-70, 80-84, 94, 96-100)), and instead has limited its search to the subset of “payment-
processing” services.  Facebook argues that this case only concerns its July 1, 2011 Platform 
Policy, but that position is facially untrue given the allegations in the complaint (see, e.g., D.I. 1 
at ¶ 42-87), and even the terms of that Policy impacted more than just payment-processing 
services.  See Ex. 10 at § I(10).  Facebook should be compelled to produce documents relating to 
VCS as requested in Social Ranger’s Requests. 
 Limiting Production to Documents “Sufficient to Show”.  Facebook continues to limits 
its proposed responses to many of Social Ranger’s Requests by insisting that it will only produce 
documents that Facebook determines are “sufficient to show” the requested information.  See Ex. 
8 at 5 (listing disputed categories of documents).  There is no justification for Facebook to 
impose this limitation.  Moreover, the Requests at issue simply do not lend themselves to a 
documents “sufficient to show” approach.  See Ex. 5 at 3 (“Facebook’s analysis . . . of 
competition as it affects games or developers of games, including games available through 
Platform.”); Ex. 7 at 5 (Facebook’s analysis of its VCS competitors).  Facebook should not be 
permitted to pick and choose what documents it will produce in response to these Requests. 
 Other Disputes Over Social Ranger’s Requests.  Finally, despite Social Ranger’s 
substantial narrowing of the Requests, the parties continue to disagree on a number of specific 
Requests.  Even though there is no reasonable dispute over the relevancy of the documents 
sought, Facebook has not proffered any justification for its refusal to comply.  Facebook is 
refusing to produce documents relating to the provision of VCS outside of the Facebook 
Platform; internal communications relating to the relevant markets and the impact of Facebook’s 
conduct on the market; internal and external communications regarding past and current efforts 
to generate revenue from games and applications on Facebook; Facebook’s internal analysis and 
strategies relating to the marketing and promotion of Facebook Credits; communications, 
policies, and documents other than those relating to the July 1, 2011 Platform Policy; and 
documents relating to the launch of the Facebook Platform.  Social Ranger has summarized the 
details of the remaining disputes in Appendix A (attached), can address them at the hearing, and 
would be pleased to submit supplemental briefing to the extent necessary. 
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Respectfully submitted,  
 
/s/ Kenneth L. Dorsney 
 
Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3629) 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 

 
cc: All counsel of record (via electronic mail) 
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